FIBERGLASS-FLUTED-TAPERED

OAK-HARBOR

STYLE:

1/2" = 1'-0"

12'-1" (OVERALL HEIGHT)

2'-1" (BASE)

3"X3" ALUMINUM TENON

GLOSS BLACK POLYURETHANE PAINT STANDARD. OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE.

1. WIND SPEED 120 MPH
2. WIND LOADING 4.30
3. POLE WEIGHT 111 LBS.

6-SLOT UNIVERSAL (3 @ 120°) OR (4 @ 90°) BOLT VARIABLE; 9 1/2” - 12 1/2” BOLT CIRCLE TO ACCOMMODATE Ø ANCHOR BOLTS

Ø7" CLEAR CONDUIT SUB AREA

3"X3" ALUMINUM TENON